Please add to your discussion items.

5. The President presents for discussion the proposal from the Public Relations Committee proposes to purchase two sets of banners to be made available for loan to local collie clubs or individual CCA members who are participating in public outreach events. The banners would be duplicate sets as previously created for the CCA’s booth at AKC “Meet the Breeds.” Banners would be ordered through Collie Expressions for a total purchase of $300.00 for two sets with two banners per set. Paula Clairday has the set for the East. Two more sets would be purchased with one kept in the Midwest and one in the West.

The process for checking out a set of Banners for use proposed as follows: Request for the loan of a set of banners should include a deposit check for $150.00 (the replacement cost of a set). The banners would be shipped to the requestor at the CCA’s expense. The requestor would be responsible for all shipping, insurance, and handling costs for the return of the banners. The requestor’s check ($150.00) would be returned when the banners are received by the required deadline.